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The international foundry business’ 
holiday at Targi Kielce 

Green energy and complete digitisation  
– Foundry Goes Green Seminar 

The cluster of expos under the banner of “Industrial Autumn” 
– the most important industry meeting in Central and Eastern 
Europe. The shows have been cyclically held in the Kielce ex-
hibition and congress centre for almost 30 years.
The expos bring together leading Polish and international 
market companies; they showcase the latest solutions for the 

foundry sector. The expo is the meeting point of suppliers of 
components and technologies for foundries. However, the In-
dustrial Autumn is much more than the offer of nearly 200 
companies from 24 countries. There is also a massive dose 
of knowledge: conferences, discussion panels, seminars and 
networking meetings.

The rich program offer of the METAL Expo is enhanced with 
the Foundry Goes Green Seminar devoted to modern tech-
nological solutions for foundries. We dedicate this event to 
the foundry presidents, directors and the development and 
technology departments’ staff. Knowledge-packed speeches 

and presentations make it possible to pave the way for the 
introduction of modern, ecological solutions in foundries. In 
addition, this development scheme boosts market competi-
tiveness.

Prospering for new customers? Do you need inspiration for 
new solutions? Do you want to check out and benchmark your 
competitors?

Metal expo – the business sector’s most important meeting.



Our company has long-term customers in Poland who have 
always bought and used our products and have trusted us. 
We want to develop in the Polish market. The expo pres-
ence makes it possible for us to meet new contractors. We 
also invite those customers that we are unable to visit on 
a regular basis. Thus this expo was a success. We hope to 
see you again in two years. We would like to thank the event 
organisers.

The automotive industry is the main target client for our 
products. We were busy each expo day; our expo stand 
welcomed many guests interested in cooperation. Generally 
speaking, we are delighted with the talks held at the trade 
fair. We are confident that we return to Targi Kielce in the 
future. We even consider long-term cooperation.

Carola Barattè
Foundry Eccocer

Maciej Cupal
Enimetal 

Przemysław Bieńka 
Petrofer Polska

Katarzyna Bernaciak
ZGM Zębiec S.A. 

Adam Omelański
Ask Chemicals 

We had high expectations; the expo walks the talk – we are 
not disappointed. It may seem that there are fewer visitors 
compared to other trade fairs of this type. We are happy 
because of that because only business insiders interested 
in cooperation attend the show. Customers know what they 
want; they have specific questions and specific business 
proposals. 

01. Components

We have participated and supported the Kielce Metal Fair for 
many years, as the show is an excellent opportunity to meet 
contractors. We are certain – this year’s event has been suc-
cessful; we received the Metal Expo Medal for an innovative 
ecological product for the second year in a row. This time the 
competition Jury Panel appreciated the Active Eco bentonite 
mix. We are pleased with the great interest in our products 
and many visitors’ willingness to cooperate. I see how well 
Metal expo, as usual, has been excellently prepared from the 
organisational point of view. Knowledge-packed meetings 
and valuable gatherings, workshops, lectures and a banquet 
for Exhibitors are the additional competitive advantages of 
the expo.

The ideal client knows what they need and wants to cooper-
ate with us. Thus we can offer maximum help. We meet such 
customers at Targi Kielce. 

The Industrial Autumn 
is much more than 
the offer of nearly 200 
companies from 24 
countries. There is 
also a massive dose of 
knowledge: conferences, 
discussion panels, 
seminars and networking 
meetings.

Although this year’s show looks a bit smaller than that
previous year’s expo, we have nothing to complain about. 
Our products have proven very popular. I am surprised by 
the substantial investment plans foundries have; Polish man-
ufacturers are not afraid to invest. We had the opportunity to 
sense this optimism at the expo. 

Przemysław Czapla
Eurocast



We are pleased for the consecutive possibility of exhibiting 
at the METAL Expo; we have been a part of this event for 
years. We are glad that after the pandemic turmoil, the event 
has sprung to even greater glory. Important thing is that the 
investment perspective, in even greater demand than ever, is 
visible at the expo. We see great potential in our cooperation 
with Targi Kielce.

We have participated in the Kielce expo since the very beginning. Interesting meetings, both with regular customers and peo-
ple looking for an opportunity to expand their offer, are guaranteed here. 

02. Die Casting

After a short break, we returned to the Kielce foundry expo. 
We are glad to have the opportunity of meeting most of the 
clients, including our key accounts. I noticed that industry 
insiders were longing for encounters and face-to-face meet-
ings. Thus I am even more glad I could participate in this 
trade fair.

Marek Czyżewski
Idra

Alessandro Betti
Agrati

Wojciech Kowalczyk
Frech Polska
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We are particularly pleased with this event’s level of profes-
sionalism. Not only have I experienced supreme profession-
alism in the exhibitor’s capacity – but I was also honoured 
to be a conference speaker at the session on energy saving 
in the foundry business. The Kielce expo turned out to be 
a perfect platform for knowledge transfer our company has, 
for ecological attitudes dissemination in this sector of the 
economy.

03. Foundry machines

Christian Kurtsiefer
KMA Umwelttechnik

Every day of the METAL expo makes us busy, and the expo 
stand is a full house; all our advisors were busy talking to 
customers from opening to closing. There were also mo-
ments when people were queuing in front of our expo stand. 
We find our METAL presence successful.

Marcin Gliwiński
Huttenes Albertus



04. Heat Treatment

We were visited by many current and prospective customers already on the first day of the Heat Treatment Expo. Other exhib-
itors also called into our expo stand. This considerable interest translates into good future perspectives. I believe that it was 
a fruitful show which made it possible to gain new customers.

Michał Karol Kozak
Kanthal
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05. Prototyping.
3D printing for the foundry business

We met many interesting customers at Targi Kielce, both those we are familiar with and those who just visited our expo stand to 
renew business contact. However, we were mainly visited by representatives of companies that want to establish wider-scope 
cooperation with us.

Artur Szarzec
Voxeljet 



Industrial Autumn 
– a unique event for the foundry sector’s professionals. The 
industrial expo cluster is a comprehensive, international show with 
attractive agenda and excellent organisation.

Save the date  
of the next expo: 

24-25/09/2024

Targi Kielce – exhibition and congress 
centre ranked second in Central and 
Eastern Europe. 

Targi Kielce is the organiser of international events 
with over 30 years of experience. In addition, Targi 
Kielce is the home of the world-famous International 
Defence Industry Exhibition MSPO.

A whole array of industries and business-sectors hold 
their meeting in this 90,000 m2 exhibition centre. Targi 
Kielce – where millions of dollar contracts are signed. 

One-stop-shop for the whole industry! No email, 
telephone or teleconference can replace direct, face-
to-face contacts.

#BUSINESS

Business meetings, an inherent part of expos, may 
build and enhance business relations based on trust. 

#NETWORKING

The economy needs expos – trade shows are the 
inspiration source – direct meetings result in new 
ideas and innovations. 

#TRENDS

Trade fairs offer an ideal tool to evaluate and 
benchmark a particular industry’s standing. Trade 
shows give a perfect chance to exchange experiences 
and expand knowledge. Expos shape the future of 
business.

#EDUCATION 

#exhibitionsOFFERmore 
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